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While birding on the north beach at Huntington Beach State Park, Georgetown 
County, S.C., on 17 April 1975, five observers saw what can only be described as a 
Black Guillemot (Cepphus grylle). Evelyn Dabbs, Charlotte Waggett, John Waggett, 
Phillip Waggett, and I noticed a bird, at first thought to be a Common Loon (Gavia 
immer), swimming about 500-600 feet offshore parallel to the beach. Soon realizing 
that the bird definitely was not a loon or a scoter, we studied it carefully with bin-
oculars and with a zoom Balscope adjusted to the best power (40X). The ocean was 
relatively calm, yet there is always wave action some distance from the beach. The 
bird, swimming leisurely from right to left of the observers, alternately rose on the 
crest of the swells and disappeared in the trough of the waves. We watched the bird 
from about 1400 to 1430, during which time we moved from the beach to a dune 
to get a better view. The day was clear, and light conditions were excellent with the 
sun shining brightly behind us. 

Being generally familiar with loons, scoters, and other oceanic birds that sit upon 
the water in the manner of the bird before us, we gave the unusual individual the closest 
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scrutiny, carefully checking our observations against the diagnostic characters noted 
in the field guides. Each birder was impressed with the relative smallness of the bird, 
which was smaller than a loon or scoter. The bill was pointed and without any bulge 
or bluntness as in that of a scoter. In coloration the bird was over-all dark gray to 
black with no white showing except in the wing. At one time the bird rose in the water 
and shook both wings, thus revealing not only the grayish color of the entire upper 
wing surface but also the almost pure white wing patches on the fore part of the wings. 
We agreed without question that the bird was a Black Guillemot. Unfortunately, the 
bird was too far offshore to permit documenting the record with a recognizable 
photograph. 

The appearance of the Black Guillemot at Huntington Beach corresponds with the 
normal mid-April northward movement of birds wintering off the Massachusetts coast 
(Bent, Life Histories of North American Diving Birds, 1919, p. 161). A severe storm 
system that occurred in the New England states shortly before the date of the local 
sighting may have displaced a migrant southward. 

A Black Guillemot has been recorded once previously in South Carolina. The 
sighting took place on 21 September 1958 and was reported by Alexander Sprunt Jr. 
in a letter that appeared in J. Douglas Donehue's "Woods and Waters" column in the 
Charleston News and Courier dated 24 September 1958. Sprunt's letter reads in part: 
"Mr. Alex Mikell, while walking the beach on Morris Island saw, on the jetties which 
intrude upon the sands there, a bird unknown to him. He approached to such close 
quarters that he actually touched it, after studying it for several minutes. His very clear 
description leaves no room for any doubt that it was a Black Guillemot. It was de-
scribed as about a foot long; black, with some white edging on some feathers; large 
white shoulder patches and brilliant red feet. It sat quietly on one of the rocks and 
seemed somewhat weak but, when touched by Mr. Mikell it took off and flew sea-
ward. As far as the writer knows, this is the first time the species has ever been 
observed in the state. -  The Black Guillemot is included in the 1970 Revised Edition of 
South Carolina Bird Life (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949), appearing in E. Milby Bur-
ton's Hypothetical List (p. 641) on the basis of the newspaper article quoted above. 
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